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Abstract
In this paper we describe the structure of the space of parabolic reductions,
and their compactifications, of principal G-bundles over a smooth projective
curve over an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic. We first
prove estimates for the dimensions of moduli spaces of stable maps to the
twisted flag varieties E/P and Hilbert schemes of closed subschemes of E/P
with same Hilbert polynomials as that of a P -reductions of E. This generalizes
the earlier results of Mihnea Popa and Mike Roth to connected reductive
groups and the results of Y. I. Holla and M. S. Narasimhan to the case of
non-minimal sections. We then prove irreducibility and generic smoothness of
the space of reductions for large numerical constraints, using the above result
and the methods of G. Harder. We also study these space in more detail for
generically stable G-bundles. As a consequence we can generalize the lower
bound results of H. Lange to G.
1 Introduction
Let C be a smooth projective over an algebraically closed field k of arbitrary char-
acteristic. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group. Let P be a parabolic
subgroup. Let E be a principal G-bundle over C. The main objective of this paper
is to understand the structure of the space of P -reductions of E and its compact-
ifications. Let π : E/P → C be the associated G/P bundle over C. Let Tpi be
the tangent bundle along the fibers of the morphism π. For a P reduction σ of E,
equivalently a section of π, we will denote by Tσ = σ
∗(Tpi) the normal bundle of
σ(C). Recall that a section σ is minimal if deg(Tσ) is minimal among the degrees
of the normal bundles for all sections of π. In Holla-Narasimhan [16] it was proved
that the every irreducible component of the Hilbert scheme of closed subschemes of
E/P containing a minimal section has a dimension bound of dim(G/P ).
For a P reduction σ we define its numerical type [σ] ∈ X∗(P ) = Hom(X
∗(P ), Z) by
[σ](χ) = deg(Eσ×
P χ), where Eσ×
P χ is the line bundle associated to the P -bundle
Eσ defined by σ via the character χ of P .
Fixing a polarization of the curve C we can define a Hilbert scheme Hilb
[σ]
E/P which
parameterizes closed subschemes of E/P whose Hilbert polynomials with respect
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to a generating set of polarizations of G/P coincide with that of [σ]. We also
have the open subscheme Sec
[σ]
E/P of the above Hilbert scheme parameterizing the
space of sections of π. We have a partial ordering on the set X∗(P ) defined by
[σ1] ≤ [σ2] if for every dominant character w of P we have ([σ2] − [σ1], w) ∈ Z
(≥0)
and ([σ2]− [σ1], χ) = 0 for every χ ∈ X (G). This defines a notion of a numerically
minimal sections (types) that is those section (types) for which [σ] is maximal with
respect the above ordering among the numerical types of P reductions of E. We
show that given a G-bundle there are only finitely many minimal numerical types
and for all these types we have similar dimension bounds as in the case of [16]. Our
first result is a generalization of the dimension estimates for the Hilbert schemes in
the case of non minimal sections.
Let γ1, . . . , γm be the set of minimal numerical types for E. We show that if X is an
irreducible component of Hilb
[σ]
E/P which contains the reduction of structure group
σ as a Hilbert point then there exists an i ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that [σ] ≤ γi and
dim(X) ≤ dim(G/P ) + d([σ])− d(γi).
The above result is proved using a similar dimension estimates for the moduli space
of maps. Let Mg(E/P, β[σ]) be the moduli space of stable maps from genus g curves
to E/P with β[σ] ∈ H
2(E/P, Ql)
∗ be a class determined by the numerical type
and the fixed polarization of C. We show that if X is an irreducible component of
M g(E/P, β[σ]) then there exists an i ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that [σ] ≤ γi
dim(X) ≤ dim(G/P ) + d([σ])− d(γi).
The above result is a generalization of a similar result of Mihnea Popa and Mike
Roth [25] for the case G = GLn and P a maximal parabolic and the method of proof
is similar to this case.
We next address the question of generic smoothness and irreducibility of the space
of sections of π. We fix a root system of G by considering a Borel subgroup B and a
maximal torus T . We say a numerical type [σ] ∈ X∗(P ) satisfies the property (∗) for
N if [σ](χ) ≤ −N for every non-trivial character of P which when restricted to the
maximal torus T is a non-negative linear combination of simple roots with respect
to the root system. We show that there exists an integer N such that if E admits a
P reduction of numerical type [σ] satisfying the property (∗) for N then Sec
[σ]
E/P is
irreducible and generically smooth of expected dimension d([σ])+ (1−g)dim(G/P ).
This result is proved for the case G = GLn and P a maximal parabolic in [25] and
for arbitrary G and P = B a Borel subgroup when the curve C is over a finite
field in Harder [14]. Using the methods in [14] we first derive the above result for
Borel subgroups over arbitrary fields and then generalize this to case of parabolic
subgroups.
Next we define the notion of a generically stableG-bundles extending a similar notion
for vector bundles as defined in Example 5.7 of [25]. Our main result is the existence
of generically stable bundles when the genus of the curve C is atleast two. We also
study some basic properties enjoyed by these G-bundles. For example we show that if
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E is a principal G bundle which is generically stable then d([σ]) ≥ (g−1)dim(G/P )
for every P -reduction σ. This generalizes the lower bound result of Lange (see
[21]). Some of these ideas should also lead to the computation of Gromov-Witten
invariants for the twisted flag varieties E/P and this will be done elsewhere.
For a fixed G-bundle E we have two different compactifications namely the Hilbert
scheme and the moduli space of maps. In general one can show that there are no
morphisms between them. Also there are several partial Drinfeld compactifications
we can define using representations of G. It is possible to understand which of
these are the images of morphisms from earlier compactifications (see Gaitsgory-
Braverman [10] for an account on Drinfeld compactifications). This part will appear
elsewhere.
In proving these results we need several basic facts about principle bundles over
curves. In Section 2, we prove a technical result about existence of B-reductions of
E following ideas of Ramanathan [27] and as a consequence we recover several basic
properties of principal G-bundles. We partially answers a question of Friedman-
Morgan on the behavior strata defined by the Harder-Narasimhan reduction. This
is in the case when such a reduction is defined by Borel subgroups.
For a principal G-bundle E we define a canonical element c(E) ∈ X∗(T )/Qˆ, where
Qˆ is the coroot lattice of G, using a Borel reduction and show that this element
c(E) exactly parameterizes the algebraic equivalence classes of G-bundles over C,
thus generalizing the fact that fundamental group of G parameterizes the topological
equivalence classes of G-bundles over C to arbitrary characteristic.
For an element c ∈ X∗(T )/Qˆ and a positive integer d, let M(c, d) be the set of
isomorphism classes of G-bundles of topological type c such that the instability
degree Ideg(E) = Max{deg(adEσ)|(P, σ)} ≤ d, where maximum is taken over all P
reductions σ of E and all parabolic subgroups. We construct a finite type irreducible
smooth scheme S and a family of G-bundles E over C × S which is versal at every
x ∈ S and such that for each x ∈ S the bundle EC×{x} lies in M(c, d) and every
member inM(c, d) is an occurs in the above family. We also show existence of stable
bundles for curves of genus atleast two.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the numerical types of
P -reductions and study some basic properties. Section 3 deals with Borel reductions
and here we prove results on algebraic equivalence and versal families and existence
of stable bundles. The dimension estimates for the Hilbert schemes and moduli space
of stable maps is dealt in Section 4. The irreducibility and generic smoothness is
the content of Section 5. Finally in the last Section we prove results about generic
stability of G-bundles.
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where the work was done.
2 Some basic facts about principal bundles
In this section we recall and prove some basic facts about principal G bundles on
C. Let k be an algebraically closed field. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic
group over k. Let T be a maximal torus and B a Borel subgroup containing T .
Let U be the unipotent radical of B. Then B is a semi-direct product U · T . Let
i : T →֒ B and j : B →֒ G be the inclusions. and pB : B −→ B/U = T be
the projection. Let W = N(T )/T be the Weyl group and w0 ∈ W the element of
maximal length in W . Let Gm be the one dimensional torus and Ga the additive
group. We denote by X∗(T ) be the group of 1-parameter subgroups of T (denote
by 1-PS). X ∗(T ) denotes the group of characters of T . We have a perfect pairing
X∗(T ) ⊗ X
∗(T ) −→ Z which will be denoted by (·, ·). Let Φ ⊂ X ∗(T ) be the root
system of G, Φ+ be the set of positive roots and ∆ = {α1, . . . , αr} the set of
simple roots corresponding to B. For any α ∈ Φ, let Tα the connected component of
ker(α) and Zα the centralizer of Tα in G. Then the derived group [Zα, Zα] is of rank
one and there is a unique 1-PS αˆ : Gm → T ∩ [Zα, Zα] such that T = (im αˆ) · Tα
and (αˆ, α) = 2. This αˆ is the coroot corresponding to α. We denote by Φˆ the
set of coroots. The quadruple {X ∗(T ), Φ, X∗(T ), Φˆ} defines a root system. For
each α ∈ Φ we have the fundamental dominant weight wα ∈ X
∗(T ) ⊗ Q defined
by (hatβ, wα) = δα,β and (γ, wα) = 0 for any 1-parameter group in the connected
component of the center of G. Let Q ⊂ X ∗(T ) (resp.Qˆ ⊂ X∗(T )) be the (co)-root
lattice generated by Φ (resp Φˆ). We have a partial ordering ≤ in X∗(T ) defined by
µ ≤ λ if and only if (λ− µ, wα) ∈ Z
(≥0) and (λ− µ, χ) = 0 for χ ∈ X (G).
Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G containing B. Let Ru(P ) be its unipotent
radical. then there is a subset I ⊂ ∆ such that P = PI Let ZI = (∩α∈Ikerα)
0 be the
connected component of the intersection of the kernels of the roots in I. then we have
a chosen Levi decomposition P = RuP · L such that L a Levi subgroup containing
T defined to be the centralizer of ZI . We will fix such a splitting i : L −→ P .
Let C be an smooth projective curve over k. Let E is a principal G bundle over C.
Let σ be a reduction of structure group of E to P . By this we mean a pair σ = (Eσ, φ)
with EP a principal P -bundle and an isomorphism φ : EP −→ E, equivalently a
reduction of structure group is a section σ of the fiber bundle π : E/P −→ C. Here
E/P denotes the extended fiber bundle E ×G G/P over C.
Let Tpi be the tangent bundle along the fibers of the map π. For a reduction of
structure group σ we will denote by Tσ the vector bundle defined by the pull back
of Tpi under σ. We will also fix notations for the Lie algebras by putting g, p, m, u
for Lie algebras of G, P , L and RuP respectively. Then we see that Tσ is the vector
bundle on C associated to Eσ for the representation of P on g/p.
First we state a lemma which bounds the degree of the tangent bundle along the
fibers of the map π.
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Lemma 2.1 There exists a constant C (independent of σ) such that for any reduc-
tion σ of E to P we have deg(Tσ) ≥ C
Proof (see Lemma 2.1, [16]). 
Recall that the above lemma enables us to define the notion of a minimal reduction
namely those reductions of structure groups for which deg(Tσ) is minimal.
There is a stronger notion of minimality of reductions we will be interested. Suppose
Eσ is the P -bundle associated to σ then we define an element [σ] of X∗(P ) =
X∗(L) = Hom(X
∗(L), Z) by assigning [σ](χ) = deg(χ∗(Eσ)). This point of X∗(L)
actually determines the Atiyah-Bott point in the sense of Friedman-Morgan [7] of
the reduction σ. We say that [σ] is the numerical type of the reduction σ.
Now we can define a partial ordering on the elements of X∗(L) as follows. We say
the numerical types [σ1] ≤ [σ2] if for every dominant character w of P we have
([σ2] − [σ1], w) ∈ Z
(≥0) and ([σ2] − [σ1], χ) = 0 for every χ ∈ X (G). We say
a reduction of structure group σ is numerically minimal if the numerical type
[σ] is maximal with respect the above ordering among the numerical types of P
reductions E. Here one observes that the second condition in the definition of the
partial ordering is automatically satisfied if the the numerical types corresponds to
P reduction of a fixed principal G-bundle E.
One notes that deg(Tσ) depends only on the numerical type [σ] corresponding to
a reduction σ and not on the reduction itself hence we denote d([σ]) = deg(Tσ)
for some section σ whose numerical type is [σ]. Also one observes the definition of
d([σ]) can be enlarged to define it for any element of X∗(L) by d([σ]) = [σ](χP ),
where χP is the character of P , hence L, defined by the highest exterior power of
the representation of P on g/p.
Remark 2.2 A reduction of structure group σ is numerically minimal if it is
minimal with respect to the degrees of the tangent bundle Tσ. More generally σ
is minimal if deg(σ∗(L)) is minimal with respect to all reductions for a fixed line
bundle L which is ample along the fibers of π (this corresponds to negative powers
of dominant character of P upto tensoring with a line bundle pulled up from C).
The first basic lemma is the existence of numerically minimal sections.
Lemma 2.3 For a given N , there are only finitely many numerical types [τ ], defined
by P -reductions of a fixed G-bundle E, with the property that d([τ ]) ≤ N . Moreover
given any P -reduction σ there exists an numerically minimal reduction σ0 such that
[σ] ≤ [σ0].
Proof We first prove the lemma for the case when the parabolic P is maximal.
Further we may assume that the parabolic P is of the form P∆−α for some α ∈ ∆ by
fixing all the root datum. Now both parts of the lemma 2.3 follows from the Lemma
2.1 and the fact that [σ] is completely determined by d([σ]). This proves the lemma
in this case. For a given α ∈ ∆ let nα be a positive integer such that −nαwα defines
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the character χP∆−α. For the general case, we assume the parabolic P is of the form
P = PI for a subset I ∈ ∆. The numerical type of τ is completely determined by
what values it takes on the characters nαwα for α ∈ I and the characters of the group
G. Since any reduction to P automatically determines a reduction to the parabolic
P∆−α, and using the conclusion of the lemma for the maximal parabolics, we see
that [σ](nαwα) is bounded above as we vary σ over the reductions to P . Hence we
see that subset of X∗(L) we are interested in is finite. The second assertion in the
lemma is a consequence of the first. 
Recall that a principal G-bundle is said to be (semi)stable if for any reduction of
structure group σ of E to any parabolic we have deg(Tσ) > (≥)0. This definition
is equivalent to the condition that for any maximal parabolic P and a dominant
character w of P we have deg(w∗(Eσ)) < (≤)0.
If P is a Borel subgroup B then the numerical type [σ] defines a 1-PS on the maximal
torus T . Further for any T -bundle ET we can similarly define its numerical type by
a 1-PS [ET ] defined by [ET ](χ) = deg(χ∗(ET )).
Fix a polarization of the curve C. Recall that for a principal G bundle E over
C × S for a scheme S of finite type over k there is a projective scheme HilbpE/P,S
over S parameterizing the closed subschemes of E/P flat over S with a fixed Hilbert
polynomial p. When the parabolic is not maximal we see that the Hilbert scheme
further decomposes into open and closed subschemes owing to the fact that we have
many polarizations of G/P . Hence we have to fix a finite set of generating polariza-
tions of G/P to set a topological type. One can check that these polarizations can
be computed by the numerical type [σ] of reductions. Hence we define the Hilbert
scheme Hilb
[σ]
E/P which parameterizes closed subschemes of E/P flat over S with all
Hilbert polynomials same as that of σ. This defines an open and closed subschemes
of the Hilbert scheme defined above. Also we have an open subscheme of the Hilbert
scheme Hilb
[σ]
E/P corresponding to the subschemes which are actually sections of the
morphism πS : E/P → S. We will denote this scheme by Sec
[σ]
E/P . One of the prop-
erties of the Hilbert scheme and the space of sections that will be useful to us is
their behavior under the base change. Namely for any morphism S ′ −→ S we have
natural isomorphisms Hilb
[σ]
ES′/P
∼= Hilb
[σ]
E/P ×S S
′ and Sec
[σ]
ES′/P
∼= Sec
[σ]
E/P ×S S
′. Here
ES′ denotes the pull back of E under the morphism S
′ → S.
we now prove a Lemma about the space of sections which will be used later.
Lemma 2.4 Let [σ] be an numerical type. Let E be a family of G-bundles over
C × S with S a finite type scheme. Then the subset of points in S corresponding to
principal G-bundles which admits P reduction of numerical type [σ] is constructible.
Proof The lemma follows from the fact that the subset we are interested in is
exactly the image of the morphism Sec
[σ]
E/P → S. Since the space of sections are
finite type over S hence the image is constructible. 
Let P1 ⊂ P be two parabolic subgroups of G. Let L (resp. L1 be the Levi quotients
of P (resp. P1) and Z0(L) (resp. Z0(L1)) be the connected component of the center.
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Let L denote the quotient L/Z0(L). Let P 1 be the parabolic subgroup of L defined
by the image of P1 under the natural map p : P → L. Let E be a principal G-bundle
over C and let σ be a P reduction of E. Let E1 = p∗(Eσ) be the associated principle
L-bundle over C. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5 If [σ1] ∈ X∗(P 1) is such that E1 admits a P 1 reductions of numerical
type [σ1] then there is a unique [σ1] ∈ X∗(P1) such that there is a bijective corre-
spondence between the P1 reductions of Eσ of numerical type [σ1] and P 1 reductions
of E1 of numerical type [σ1].
Proof The main observation is that we have natural isomorphisms P/P1 ∼= L/P 1.
From here it follows that there is a natural bijection between P1 reductions of Eσ and
P 1 reductions of E1. Let σ1 be a reduction of structure group of E1 to P 1 and let σ1
be the P1 reduction of Eσ which corresponds to σ1 under the above bijection. Now
the natural morphism X∗(P1)→ X∗(P1) takes [σ1] to [σ] and the natural morphism
X∗(P1)→ X∗(P 1) takes [σ1] to [σ1]. The proof of the lemma will be complete once
we establish the injectivity of the homomorphism X∗(P1)→ X∗(P1)⊕ X∗(P 1). The
last statement follows from the fact that any character of P1 can be uniquely written
as a rational linear combination of a character of P and a character of P 1. 
3 Borel reductions and algebraic equivalence
In this section prove a result about Borel reductions of G-bundles and as a con-
sequence we derive results on algebraic equivalence of principal bundles and irre-
ducibility of the moduli spaces etc.
We will now define a notation which will be used through in the article. We say a
point [σ] ∈ χ∗(L)(or a reduction of structure group σ) satisfies the property (∗)
for N if
−[σ](χ) ≥ N for every non-trivial character χ which when restricted to T
is a non-negative linear combination of simple roots.
Note that a reduction σ of E to the Borel subgroup B satisfies (∗) for N ≥ 2g − 1
then for each positive root α the line bundle (−α)∗(Eσ) is globally generated and
satisfies H1(C, (−α)∗(Eσ)) = 0.
We now state a basic lemma due to Drinfeld-Simpson [29] about the existence of
reductions σ satisfying the property (∗) for any N .
Lemma 3.1 For any N there exists a reduction of structure group σ of E to P
satisfying the property (∗) for N
Proof The result is shown for the case P = B in Drinfeld-Simpson [29] and for
the case of arbitrary P one just observes that giving a reduction of structure group
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to B automatically gives rise to a reduction of structure group to P , by extension
and a reduction to B satisfying the property (∗) for N will give rise to a P reduction
of E satisfying the same conditions. 
Remark 3.2 We wish to indicate that the proof in [29] first reduces the problem
to the case when E is a trivial bundle by choosing a trivialisation on a Zariski
open subset of C. Then one can reduce this problem to the case when G is simply
connected and C is a projective line. At this stage one can recover the result by
using the Theorem 7.4 and Proposition 6.13 of Ramanathan [27].
Let S be a finite type scheme over k. Let EL be a principal L-bundle over C × S.
There is an conjugation action of L on RuP using the splitting of P −→ L. Hence
there is a filtration
RuP = U1 ⊃ U2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Uk ⊃ Uk+1 = {e} (1)
such that Uj is normal in P , each quotient Uj/Uj+1 are invariant under the action
of L, lies in the center of RuP/Uj+1 and define irreducible representations of L.
Consider the functor H1S(C, RuP (EL)) from (Sch/S)fppf −→ Sets which takes a
scheme (s : S ′ → S) to isomorphism classes of pairs (EP , φ) where EP is a P -
bundle on C × S ′ and φ is an isomorphism φ : p∗(EP ) ∼= s
′∗(EL). We now record
the following lemma for later use.
Lemma 3.3 The functor H1S(C, RuP (EL)) is representable by an affine bundle over
S under the assumptionH0(C, Uj/Uj+1(EL)|C×{s}) = 0 for each j = 1, . . . , k and s ∈
S, where Uj/Uj+1(EL) is a vector bundle on C × S associated to the representation
of L on Uj/Uj+1.
Proof See Theorem A.2.6 of Friedman and Morgan [8] for the proof. 
The following two lemmas hold when the characteristic of the field k is zero or when
the parabolic P is Borel. The method of proof is similar to that of the proof of
Lemma 3.6 of Kumar-Narasimhan [18]. We will use these results only for the case
of Borel subgroups.
Lemma 3.4 Suppose E is a G bundle which admits a reduction of structure group
σ to P such that the property (∗) holds for N = 1 and that the associated Levi bundle
EL = p∗(Eσ) is semi-stable then H
0(C, Uj/Uj+1(EL)) = 0 for each j.
Proof Since the representation of L on Uj/Uj+1 is irreducible hence the vector
bundle Uj/Uj+1(EL) is semistable. The degree of this vector bundle is recovered from
the character of L on the highest exterior power of Uj/Uj+1 which when restricted
to T is non-trivial and is a non-negative linear combination of simple roots hence
by condition (∗) for N = 1 we have deg(Uj/Uj+1(EL)) < 0. This implies that
H0(C, Uj/Uj+1(EL)) = 0. 
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Lemma 3.5 Let E be a principal G-bundle which admits a P -reduction σ such that
[σ] satisfies the property (∗) for N = 2g − 1 and that the associated L-bundle EL is
semistable. Then H1(C, Tσ) = 0
Proof Let g and p be the lie algebras of G and P respectively. Consider the
filtration 0 = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vk = g/p of P -submodules Vi such that each quotient
Vi/Vi−1 defines a irreducible representation of P (hence of L). Hence we get a
filtration of the vector bundle Tσ for the action of L on these successive quotients.
Now again the successive quotients define semistable vector bundles on C and that
the character of T defined by restriction of the representation of L on Vi/Vi−1 is
a negative linear combination of simple roots, hence by stability of EL and the
condition (∗) for N = 2g − 1 we see that H1(C, Tσ) = 0. 
We record here a corollary of the above lemma about smoothness of the space of
sections using the deformation theory of the Hilbert schemes.
Corollary 3.6 If E is a family of G-bundles over a smooth projective curve C over
a scheme S. If E is a family of G-bundles over a smooth projective curve C over
a scheme S of genus g. Let [σ] ∈ X∗(L) be a point satisfying the property (∗) for
N = 2g − 1. Let y ∈ Sec
[σ]
E/P be a Hilbert point of a P reduction σ of Ex with x ∈ S
such that the associated L-bundle p∗Eσ is semistable. Then the natural morphism
Sec
[σ]
E/P −→ S is smooth at y.
Now prove a result which generalizes the Theorem 7.4 of [27] and has a similar proof.
Proposition 3.7 Let σ be a B-reduction of a principal G-bundle E satisfying the
property (∗) for N = 2g. If µ be a 1-PS such that w0[σ] ≤ µ, then E admits a P
reduction σ0 with w0[σ0] = µ
The following lemma is an extension of the Lemma 7.4.1 of [27] and is a step in the
proof of the Proposition 3.7
Lemma 3.8 With the above notations there exists a sequence w0[σ] = µ1, µ2, . . .,
µn = µ of elements of X∗(T ) such that µi+1 = µi + αˆji for some αji ∈ ∆ with
(µi, αji) ≥ 2g − 1.
Proof We set w0[σ] = µ1. We prove the lemma by a downward induction. If for
each l > i, µl has been chosen such that µ1 ≤ µl and µl+1 = µl+αˆjl for some αjl ∈ ∆
with (µl, αjl) ≥ 2g − 1 then we want to make a choice for µi. Since µ1 ≤ µi+1 we
can write µi+1 = µ1 +
∑
kmαˆm with αm ∈ ∆ and km ≥ 0. Now we want to get rid
of one of the αˆm with km > 0.
First we claim that (
∑
kmαˆm, α) > 0 for some α ∈ ∆ such that km > 0. If not
then we would have km = (
∑
kmαˆm, wm) ≤ 0 for every dominant weight wm as
the dominant weights are non-negative rational linear combinations of the simple
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roots and the fact that (αˆm, αn) < 0 for m 6= n. For such an α, using the condition
(µ1, α) ≥ 2g we get (µi+1, α) > 2g, hence (µi+1 − αˆ, α) ≥ 2g − 1 as (αˆ, α) = 2.
Now we define µi = µi+1 − αˆ and the lemma follows by induction. 
The following lemma along with the preceding one implies the Proposition 3.7.
Lemma 3.9 Let µ, ν be 1-PS such that µ = ν + αˆ for some α ∈ ∆ and (ν, α) ≥
2g−1. Let E be a principal G-bundle with a reduction of structure group σ to B with
the property that w0[σ] = ν. Then E admits a B reduction σ0 such that w0[σ0] = µ
Proof Let Pα be the minimal parabolic containing B defined by the simple root α.
Let Pα = Ru(Pα)L be its Levi decomposition. Let Zα = (kerα)
0 be the connected
component of the kernel of α. Then Zα is the connected component of the center
and L = L/Zα is a rank 1 semisimple group. We have the projection Pα → L which
induces an isomorphism Pα/B ∼= L/B = P
1. The root α induces a α ∈ X ∗(T/Zα)
which is the simple root of the L. The coroot αˆ on L is the image of αˆ under
X∗(T ) → X∗(T/Zα). Similarly we have µ and ν as the images of µ and ν under
X∗(T )→ X∗(T/Zα).
Now for any ν ∈ X∗(T ) the integer (ν, α) is determined by the composite α ◦ ν :
Gm → Gm which takes z 7→ z
(ν, α). Since the map α : T −→ Gm factors through
T/Zα, we see that (ν, α) = (ν, α).
Let Eσ be the B-bundle associated to σ as in the statement of the lemma satisfying
w0[σ] = ν. Then Eσ gives rise to a Pα-bundle by extension of structure group which
we denote by Eσ,α. We also denote Eσ,α the L-bundle obtained by the extension of
structure group Pα → L.
By Lemma 2.5 there is a bijective correspondence between the B reductions of Eσ,α
of numerical type [σ1] and B reductions of Eσ,α of numerical type [σ1]. Let σ1 be a B
reduction of Eσ,α and σ1 be the B reduction of Eσ,α under the above correspondence.
Now again by arguments of the lemma 2.5 we see that [σ1]− ν is a multiple of the
coroot αˆ
Hence we are reduced to proving the Lemma for the case of rank 1 semi-simple
groups. This case follows from the following lemma as PGL(2)-bundles on curves
come from vector bundles.
Lemma 3.10 Let V be a rank two vector bundle which can be written as an exact
sequence
0→ L1 → V → L2 → 0
such that deg(L2) − deg(L1) = m > 2g − 2. Then V can be written as an exact
sequence
0→ L′1 → V → L
′
2 → 0
such that deg(L2) − deg(L1) = m+ 2.
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Proof Consider the family V of vector bundles on C × A1 such that VC×{0} =
L1 ⊕ L2 and VC×{x} = V for x ∈ A
1 − 0. The condition m > 2g − 2 ensures
that SecmV/B → A
1 is smooth. Hence it is enough to prove the result for the case
V = L1 ⊕ L2. In this case we can construct a sub-bundle L1(−x) →֒ L1 ⊕ L2 by
choosing a section of L2 ⊗ L
−1
1 (x) which does not vanish at x ∈ C. 
Now the Proposition 3.7 follows by the Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.9. 
Remark 3.11 One observes that the Proposition 3.7 holds even if the ground field
is not algebraically closed on the condition that C has a rational point.
In the rest of the section we give some applications of the above result.
We fix the above notation. Let B0 be the opposite Borel subgroup containing T and
the negative root spaces.
In the special case when the Harder-Narasimhan reduction of a principal G-bundle
is defined on a Borel subgroup satisfying some conditions we answer a question of
Friedman-Morgan (see [7]) on the behavior of the strata with respect to deformation.
Proposition 3.12 Suppose µ and ν are two dominant 1-PS satisfying the con-
ditions ν(α) ≥ 2g for each α ∈ ∆ and ν ≤ µ. Then there exists a principal
G-bundle E whose canonical reduction σ0 is a reduction on a Borel subgroup B0
satisfying [σ0] = ν and there exists a family E of G-bundles on C ×A
1 such that for
E|C×(A1−0)
∼= pr∗1(E) and E|C×0 is a principal G bundle whose canonical reduction τ0
is again defined on the Borel subgroup B0 satisfying [τ0] = µ
Proof Let µ and ν be as in the statement of the Proposition. Let ET be a principal
T bundle such that w0[ET ] = ν. Let E be the principal G bundle obtained by
extension to G. Let B and B0 be the opposite Borel subgroups intersecting exactly
on T . We then get by extending to B and B0, reductions of structure groups σ
and σ0 of E to B and B0 respectively satisfying w0[σ] = [σ0] = ν and σ0 being the
canonical reduction of E (by the conditions stated in the proposition). Now we have
a G-bundle E with a reduction σ to B and a µ such that w0[σ] = ν ≤ µ. Hence by
Theorem 3.7 we get a B reduction τ of E such that w0[τ ] = µ. Now by Proposition
3.7(a) of Kumar-Narasimhan-Ramanathan [19] we find a family E of G-bundles on
C×A1 such that for E|C×(A1−0)
∼= pr∗1(E) and E|C×0
∼= E1 where Now it is easy to see
that E1 is a G-bundle whose canonical reduction τ0 defined on the Borel subgroup
B0 satisfying [τ0] = µ. 
Next we address the question of characterization of algebraic families of G-bundles
on C and irreducibility of the moduli spaces. This part is actually mentioned in Ra-
manathan [27] without proofs. We also wish to make reference to Drinfeld-Simpson
[29] where the irreducibility of the moduli stack of G-bundles are proved. But the
basic results here are a little more explicit using the boundedness theorem in [16].
Recall the following definition. Two principal G bundles E and F are algebraically
equivalent if there is a connected variety S of finite type over k and a family E of
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G-bundles on C ×S and two k-valued points s0 and s1 such that E|C × s0 ∼= E and
E|C × s1 ∼= F .
Let Qˆ denote the lattice of coroots in X∗(T ). When k = C, it is well known that
X∗(T )/Qˆ classifies principal G-bundles topologically. What we prove here is the
algebraic classification of principal G-bundles in arbitrary characteristic.
We first state a preliminary lemma which is easy to prove and will be used in the
sequel
Lemma 3.13 If µ1 and µ2 are 1-PS in T such that their images in X∗(T )/Qˆ are
equal then there is a 1-PS µ such that µi ≤ µ for i = 1, 2 and that µ(α) > 2g − 1
for each α ∈ Φ+.
Given a principal G-bundle E and a reduction σ of E to the Borel B we define c(E)σ
to be the image of [σ] in X∗(T )/Qˆ.
Lemma 3.14 For any two reductions σ and τ of E to B, we have c(E)σ = c(E)τ .
In other words c(E)σ is independent of the reduction σ.
Proof The idea of the proof is already there in Proposition 6.16 of Ramanathan
[27]. To prove the lemma we may assume that G is semi-simple. This is because for
any character χ ∈ X∗(G) we have χ∗(Eσ) = χ∗(Eτ ) = χ∗(E). Let G˜ be the simply
connected covering group. Let Z be the kernel of G˜ −→ G. Let T˜ and B˜ be the
maximal torus and the Borel subgroups of G˜ which are the inverse images of T and
B respectively. As in the proof of the Proposition 6.16 of [27], we have a commuting
diagram with horizontal rows exact in the flat topology on C (and not exact in the
category of group schemes)
1 −→ Z −→ G˜ −→ G −→ 1
‖ ↑ ↑
1 −→ Z −→ B˜ −→ B −→ 1
‖ ↓ ↓
1 −→ Z −→ T˜ −→ T −→ 1
Then this gives rise to the following commuting diagram of flat cohomologies with
horizontal rows exact.
H1(C, G˜) −→ H1(C, G)
δ1−→ H2(C, Z)
↑ ↑ j∗ ‖
H1(C, B˜) −→ H1(C, B) −→ H2(C, Z)
↓ ↓ p∗ ‖
H1(C, T˜ )
q∗
−→ H1(C, T )
δ3−→ H2(C, Z)
Now if σ and τ are two reductions of E to B then the corresponding classes Eσ
and Eτ in H
1(C, B) satisfies j∗(Eσ) = j∗(Eτ ) hence from the commutativity of the
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diagram and the fact that H1(C, T ) is a group we have δ3(p∗(Eσ) − p∗(Eτ )) = 0.
The exactness of the bottom row implies existence of an element a ∈ H1(C, T˜ ) such
that q∗(a) = p∗(Eσ) − p∗(Eτ ). Now it is easy to see from the definitions that the
following diagram commutes
H1(C, T˜ )
q∗
−→ H1(C, T )
↓ [·] ↓ [·]
X∗(T˜ )
q∗
−→ X∗(T )
Hence we see that [σ] = [p∗(Eσ)] and [τ ] = [p∗(Eσ)] differ by an element of X∗(T˜ ).
Since q∗(X∗(T˜ )) is exactly the lattice generated by the coroots we are through with
proof of the lemma. 
The above lemma enables us to define a map c form the isomorphism classes of
principal G bundles to X∗(T )/Qˆ by assigning c(E) = c(E)σ for any reduction σ of
E to B. We call c(E) the topological type of E.
Proposition 3.15 Two principal G bundles E and F are algebraically equivalent
if and only if c(E) = c(F ).
Proof To prove the “only if” part of the proposition we need to only consider
the case when the principal G-bundles E and F sit in an irreducible family. Let S
be an irreducible finite type scheme over k with two points s0 and s1. Let E be a
family of G-bundles on C ×S such that E|C×s0
∼= E and E|C×s1
∼= F . Now choose a
reduction of structure of structure group σ of E to B satisfying the property (∗) for
N = 2g − 1. Then by Corollary 3.6 the morphism Sec
[σ]
E/B → S is smooth and the
image contains the point s0 defined by E, hence it contains a neighborhood of s0.
This gives us an open subset U of S with the property that for s ∈ U the bundle
E|C×S admits a B reduction of type [σ]. Similarly by choosing a reduction τ of F
satisfying the condition (∗) for N = 2g − 1 we get another open subset V of S such
that for each s′ ∈ V , the bundle E|C×S admits a B reduction of type [τ ]. Since S
is irreducible, U and V have non-trivial intersection, hence we produce a principal
G-bundle E ′ which admits a reduction to B with numerical types [σ] and [τ ]. Now
by Lemma 3.14 we have c(E) = c(E)σ = c(E
′)σ = c(E
′)τ = c(F )τ = c(F ). This
proves the only if part of the proposition.
For the other part of the proposition the main idea is the construction of of the
family of B-bundles which extend to a fixed T -bundle. Let E and F be principal
G bundles such the c(E) = c(F ). Choose reductions of structure group σ and τ
of E and F respectively satisfying (∗) with N = 2g. Since [σ] − [τ ] is an integral
linear combination of coroots, by Lemma 3.13 there is a dominant 1-PS µ with the
property that w0[σ] ≤ µ and w0[τ ] ≤ µ. Now by Theorem 3.7 there are reductions
σ0 and τ0 of E and F respectively with the property that w0[σ0] = w0[τ ] = µ. Let S
be the moduli space of T -bundles of type w0µ. The space S is essentially a product
of Jacobians. There is also a universal family ET over C × S. The conjugation
action of T on U using the splitting of B −→ T gives us a filtration as in (1). The
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condition (∗) for N = 1 along with Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 implies that the
functor H1S(C, U(ET )) is representable by an affine bundle H over S. Let B be the
universal family of B bundles over C×H. Now this universal family when extended
to G gives a family of G-bundles over a finite type irreducible scheme H (in fact
smooth) containing both E and F . This completes the proof of the proposition. 
In the following Lemma we relate the invariant c with the degree of the G-bundle.
Consider the natural map g : X∗(T ) −→ X∗(G) := Hom(X
∗(G), Z) defined by the
dual of the restriction map X ∗(G)→ X ∗(T ).
Lemma 3.16 The homomorphism g factors through Qˆ to give a homomorphism
g : X∗(T )/Qˆ→ X∗(G).
Proof for the proof we have to show that any coroot αˆ with α ∈ Φ acts trivially
on any character χ of G. This follows from the definition of the coroot as a homo-
morphism from the maximal torus of SL2 to G. Now the fact that any character on
SL2 is trivial implies the result. 
Remark 3.17 Recall that the composition d ◦ c(E) is equal to the degree of the
principal G-bundle as defined in [16].
With the above notations Let P = PI be the parabolic containing the Borel subgroup
B corresponding to the subset I ⊂ ∆. Let L = L/Z0(L) be the quotient of the Levi
by the connected component of the center. We denote the projection map P → L
by p. Let QˆL be the coroot lattice of L. Then QˆL is the lattice generated by the
coroots αˆ with α ∈ I. We also denote by B (resp. T ) the Borel subgroup (maximal
torus) of L defined the images of the respective objects under p. We use the notation
cG and cL for the topological type c to indicate difference when we are working with
G-bundles and L-bundles respectively.
The following is a lemma which is an algebraic version of the Lemma 2.4 of Friedman-
Morgan [7] whose proof is also very similar.
Lemma 3.18 If E is a principal G-bundle which admits a P reduction σ then the
numerical type [σ] and the element cG(E) determines the element cL(p∗Eσ).
Proof Suppose E and F are two principalG-bundles which are algebraically equiv-
alent. Let σ and τ be P -reductions of E and F respectively. Let σ0 and τ 0 be further
reductions of the L-bundles p∗Eσ and p∗Fτ . Then these determine reductions σ0
and τ0 of E and F to B (by Lemma 2.5). With the conditions cG(E) = cG(F )
and [σ] = [τ ] we have to show that cL(p∗(Eσ)) = cL(p∗(Fτ )). The condition
[σ] = [τ ] implies that the difference [σ0] − [τ0] is in the kernel of the natural map
X∗(T ) ⊗ Q −→ X∗(P ) ⊗ Q which is exactly equal to QˆL ⊗ Q. Hence [σ0] − [τ0]
is a rational linear combination of elements of αˆ with α ∈ I. Now the condition
cG(E) = cG(F ) implies that [σ0]− [τ0] is an integral linear combination of elements
αˆ with α ∈ ∆. This proves the lemma. 
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Recall the definition of the instability degree of a principal G-bundle E
IdegG(E) = Max{deg(adEσ)|(P, σ)},
where the maximal is taken over all parabolic reductions of the principal G-bundle
E. It follows from Behrend [3] that if (P, σ) is the Harder-Narasimhan reduction of
E then IdegG(E) = −d([σ]) (also see Mehta-Subramanian [23] or Holla-Biswas [6]
for an account).
Let c ∈ X∗(T )/Qˆ be a fixed class. Let MG(c, d) be the set of isomorphism classes
of principal G bundles over C such that the instability degree is bounded by d. We
need the following proposition.
Proposition 3.19 MG(c, d) is bounded. In other words there exists a finite scheme
S and a principal G-bundle E over S such that every member in MG(c, d) occurs in
S.
This is exactly the Theorem 1.2 of [16] when d = 0. For d > 0 the same method
works.
The following is a version of Proposition 4.1, Ramanathan [26] about openness of
stable bundles (d < 0 case) which is proved in the analytic setup but the proof goes
through in any characteristic.
Proposition 3.20 In any family of bundles G-bundles E → C × S the subset Sd
corresponding points x ∈ S for which E|C×{x} has instability degree less than d is
open.
The above can also be proved using the Lemma 2.3, the properness of the Hilbert
schemes and the Lemma 4.4 (to be proved later).
The idea of the proof of the Proposition 3.15 gives something stronger which will be
used later.
Theorem 3.21 There exists an irreducible smooth variety S and a family of G-
bundles on C × S such that every element in MG(c, d) occurs in the family E .
Proof By Lemma 3.19 there is a finite type scheme X with family of G-bundles E
over C ×X such that for each x ∈ X the bundle E|C×{x} lies in MG(c, d) and every
G-bundle in MG(c, d) is isomorphic to a member in the family E .
Consider the defining morphism
⋃
Sec
[σ]
E/B −→ X , where the union is taken over all
[σ] satisfying the property (∗) for N = 2g. We see that this is a smooth morphism
by Corollary 3.6. Since X is of finite type there exists finitely many open sets
{Ui}i=1...m which cover X and elements [τi] for i = 1 . . .m such that for each x ∈ Ui
the principal G-bundle E|C×{x} admits a B reduction with numerical type [τi] and
such that each [τi] satisfies the condition (∗) for N = 2g. By Lemma 3.13 we can
find a 1-PS µ with µ(α) ≥ 2g − 1 for each α ∈ Φ+ satisfying w0[τi] ≤ µ for each i.
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Now by Theorem 3.7 we see that every G-bundle which corresponds to a point in
X admits a B reduction with numerical type w0µ.
Take S0 to be the moduli space of T -bundles of type w0µ and continue with the
steps of the “if” part of the proposition 3.15 to obtain an affine bundle S over S0
which satisfies the conditions of the statement of the theorem. 
Using similar arguments and the remark 3.11, one can also obtain a slight general-
ization of the Theorem 1 of Drinfeld and Simpson [29].
Corollary 3.22 If E is a principal G-bundle over smooth curve C over a finite type
scheme S. Then for any N there is a [σ] ∈ X∗(T ) and a surjective e´tale cover
S ′ → S such that [σ] satisfies the property (∗) for N , and E admits a B-reduction
over S ′ with numerical type [σ].
Suppose P is a connected linear algebraic group which is written as RuP · L with
the property that L is reductive and RuP being the unipotent radical. We have the
natural projection p : P → L. We record here a fact which will be used later.
Proposition 3.23 Let E be a principal P -bundle over C. There is an algebraic
versal family of deformations of E and the tangent space to the deformation functor
is H1(C, adE).
Proof First we observe that the deformation functor DE satisfies the properties
H1, H2 and H3 of Schlessinger [28]. Hence a formal versal hull exists. To verify
that the there is a an algebraic versal hull we use the results of Artin [2]. Also
the second condition of Artin namely that DE(Aˆ)→ lim
←−
DE(A/m
n) is injective for
a local ring of an algebraic scheme with residue field k, is easy to check using a
faithful representation of P in GLN and considering the principal P -bundle as a
vector bundle with a section on some tensor power of it and using the Grothendieck
existence theorems [12] III 5. This part is done in [27] Proposition 8.4. So it is
enough to check that there is a principal P -bundle V on C × S for some S smooth
scheme of finite type such that the infinitesimal deformation map is surjective. When
the group RuP = {e} that is when P is reductive this follows from Proposition 3.21
and Corollary 3.6
In the case P is not reductive we use the filtration (1) on RuP . Now the proposition
follows from the following lemma by the induction on the length of the filtration and
by writing the exact sequence {e} → Uk → P → P/Uk → {e} and finally reducing
this to the case when the group P is reductive.
Lemma 3.24 Let e → U → P → M → e be an exact sequence of connected
algebraic groups such that U = Gna and that P action of U factors through M to give
a representation of M . Let E be a P -bundle and let EM be the associated M-bundle
under the surjection p : P → M . Let V1 −→ C × S1 be a family of M-bundles
parameterizes by a finite type smooth scheme S1 which is versal at EM . Then there
exists a family V −→ C×S of P -bundles again parameterized by a finite type smooth
scheme S which is versal at E and there is a surjective morphism S → S1.
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Proof The unipotent group scheme U(V1) over C × S1 actually comes from a
vector bundle W over C × S1. If K
0 → K1 is a complex of vector bundles defined
by the semi-continuity theorem which computes Ri(pr2)∗W then one can check that
on the vector bundle K1 we have a family of P -bundles which has the properties
mentioned in the lemma. 
Another fact which we will need is the following.
Proposition 3.25 If the genus of the curve C is atleast two then for any c ∈
X∗(T )/Qˆ there exists a stable G bundle whose topological type is c.
Proof Let E be any principal G-bundle over C. By Proposition 3.23 we have a
family E of G-bundles parameterized by a finite type smooth and integral scheme S
which is miniversal at every point of S and there is an x ∈ S such that E = Ex. If
E admits a P -reduction σ with d([σ]) ≤ 0 then we have to show that the image of
the natural map f : Y = Sec
[σ]
E/P → S does not contain an open subset of S.
Let EP be the family of P -bundles on Y obtained by the universal property of Y
and let y ∈ Y be such that EP,y = Eσ. Let V −→ C × SP be a family of P -bundles,
parameterized by finite type smooth scheme SP , which is miniversal at the point
y′ = Eσ ∈ SP Now by going to an e´tale neighborhood V of y ∈ Y and of SP ,
and an automorphism of U in a neighborhood of x ∈ U we may assume that the
restriction of f (again denoted by f) defines a morphism f : V → S which can be
written as j ◦ g, where g : V → SP is defined by the versal property of SP at Eσ
and j : SP → S by the versal property of U at E. Hence it is enough to show that
H1(C, adEσ) → H
1(C, adE) is not surjective. The last statement follows because
H1(C, Tσ) 6= 0, as d([σ]) ≤ 0 and g ≥ 2. 
4 Hilbert schemes and Moduli space of maps
In this section we use the compactifications of the space of sections to estimate their
dimensions. For a given reduction σ of E to P we consider the Hilbert scheme
Hilb
[σ]
E/P and a the open subscheme Sec
[σ]
E/P as defined before. The following theorem
was proved in Holla-Narasimhan [16] about the dimension estimates of the Hilbert
schemes corresponding to a minimal section σ.
Theorem 4.1 Let σ be a minimal section. Let X be a irreducible component of the
Hilbert scheme Hilb
[σ]
E/P which contains σ as a Hilbert point. Then every point in X
corresponds to a Hilbert point of a section. In other words X ⊂ Sec
[σ]
E/P . Moreover
dim(X) ≤ dim(G/P ) and deg(Tσ) ≤ g dim(G/P ).
Remark 4.2 The dimension bound dim(X) ≤ dim(G/P ) follows from the first
assertion of the above theorem by a rigidity argument which implies that the evalu-
ation morphism X×C → E/P is finite. (see Lemma 2.4 of [16]). The last assertion
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follows from above by a deformation theoretic argument (see Proposition 3 of Mori
[24]).
In our proof of the fact that the minimal section satisfies deg(Tσ) ≤ g dim(G/P ),
we only needed the fact that the highest exterior power of Tpi is ample over the
fibers of the map π : E/P −→ X . More generally the proof of the above theorem
would go through assuming σ to be numerically minimal. This is the content of the
proposition below.
Proposition 4.3 In the above set up, if X is an irreducible component of Hilb
[σ]
E/P
which contains a Hilbert point of an numerically minimal section σ then every ele-
ment in X corresponds to a Hilbert point of a section. In other words X ⊂ Sec
[σ]
E/P .
Moreover we have dim(X) ≤ dim(G/P ) and deg(Tσ) ≤ g dim(G/P ).
Proof We need the following lemma for the proof.
Lemma 4.4 If the Hilbert point of a closed subscheme Y of E/P is in Hilb
[σ]
E/P then
Y has a unique irreducible component C0 which maps isomorphically onto C under
the composition C0 −→ E/P −→ C, hence defines a section σ0 of π which satisfies
the inequality [σ] ≤ [σ0]. More over if the above is an equality then the subscheme
Y coincides with C0.
Proof of the lemma: We just follow the arguments of the Proposition 2.3 of [16].
By choosing a line bundle L on C of degree one we see that
χ (Y,OY ) = χ (C,OC) and χ (Y, f
∗ (L)) = χ (C,L),
By applying Lemma 2.2 (i) of [16] we get the unique irreducible component C0
mapping isomorphically onto C. The third part of the Lemma 2.2 (iii) now implies
that for any line bundle ξ on E/P which is ample along the fibers of π we have
deg (C0, ξ) ≤ deg (Y, ξ) and this is an equality if and only if there are no other one
dimensional components. This proves the Lemma 4.4 by taking the line bundle
ξ to associated to anti-dominant characters of P . The final remark is that the
zero dimensional components automatically disappear once there are no other one
dimensional components by Lemma 2.2 (ii) of [16]. 
The above lemma immediately implies the first part of the Proposition 4.3 and the
other parts follow form Remark 4.2. 
Remark 4.5 Let [σ] be a numerical type not necessarily minimal. Suppose that
we have an irreducible component X of Hilb
[σ]
E/P which is contained in Sec
[σ]
E/P , in
other words every element of X is a Hilbert point of a section. Then we see again
by Remark 4.2 that dim(X) ≤ dim(G/P ) and d([σ]) ≤ g ·dim(G/P ). In some sense
the minimality condition for the section σ is used only to get components of Hilbert
schemes which do not have any boundaries.
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Corollary 4.6 There are only finitely many numerically minimal points in X∗(P )
corresponding to P reductions of the principal G-bundle E.
Proof This follows from Lemma 2.3 and the last inequality in the Proposition
4.3. 
We have the following result on the dimension estimates for the irreducible compo-
nents of the Hilbert scheme containing the Hilbert point of a section.
Theorem 4.7 Let γ1, γ2, . . . , γm be the numerically minimal types in X∗(L) for the
principal G-bundle E. If X is an irreducible component of Hilb
[σ]
E/P which contains
the reduction of structure group σ as a Hilbert point then there exists a i with [σ] ≤ γi
such that
dim(X) ≤ dim(G/P ) + d([σ])− d(γi).
The above result is proved using a similar result on the dimension estimates of the
moduli space of stable maps. Now we recall the basic facts about the moduli space
of stable maps.
Let X be a smooth projective variety. We consider the Kontsevich space of stable
maps Mg,n(X, βd). As a functor, its S-valued points parameterizes stable families
over S of maps from n-pointed, genus g curves to X representing the class β with
isomorphisms. More precisely equivalence class of triples (π : C −→ S, {pi}1≤i≤n, µ :
C −→ X) satisfying the following properties.
1. A family of n-pointed, genus g curves π : C −→ S which is flat and projective.
2. n sections {p1, . . . , pn} of π : C −→ S such that each geometric fiber
(Cs, p1(s), . . . , pn(s)) is an n-pointed genus g curve which is projective, con-
nected, reduced, nodal curve of arithmetic genus g with n distinct, nonsingular,
marked points.
3. For each geometric point s ∈ S the morphism µ : C −→ X restricted to the
fiber Cs satisfies the following.
(a) If a rational component F of Cs is mapped to a point, then F must contain
at least three special points (marked points or nodes).
(b) If a component F of arithmetic genus 1 is mapped to a point, then it
must contain at least one special point.
(c) β = (µ|Cs)∗[Cs]
Here the last equality holds in the homology groups H2(X,K), where K is a char-
acteristic zero field (mostly Q or Ql). If the variety lives in characteristic p then
we replace the above homology by the e´tale cohomology group H2n−2(X,Ql) (or
equivalently H2(C, Ql)
∗) for a prime l different from p.
Mg,n(X, βd) is known to have a structure of a proper Artin algebraic stack, with
finite automorphism at k-valued points, which admits a projective coarse moduli
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space M g,n(X, βd) in all characteristics. For proofs see Fulton-Pandharipande [9],
Harris-Morrison[15], and mostly Abramovich-Oort [1].
We also have an open substack of above giving rise to a coarse moduli scheme
Mg,n(X, βd), which parameterizes maps from smooth curves. Furthermore there is a
“forgetful” map Mg,n(X, βd) −→M g,n−1(X, βd) which extends the natural forgetful
map of the open moduli spaces, with one dimensional fibers.
We will be only interested in the case when the space X is of the form E/P where
E is a principal G bundle on a smooth projective curve C, and P is a parabolic
subgroup of G. Also in our case we will mostly assume g = gC and βd is a class in
H2(X, K)∗ determined by a reduction of structure group σ of E to P .
The basic relation between the homology classes β and the numerical type σ can be
described as follows.
Given a β ∈ H2(E/P, K)∗ we define a point [β] ∈ X∗(P ) by [β](χ) = β(c1(Lχ))
where Lχ is the line bundle on E/P defined by χ. This defines a homomorphism
H2(E/P, K)∗ → X∗(P )⊗K.
Since H2(E/P, K) is generated by the first Chern classes of the line bundles (as
H2(E/P, OE/P ) = 0) and the fact that every line bundle on E/P is uniquely of
the form Lχ ⊗ π
∗(L) with a line bundles L over C and Lχ over E/P defined by a
character χ of P . Hence we have a well defined set theoretic splitting of the above
homomorphism defined by β[σ] = [σ](χ) + deg(L)
When σ is a reduction of structure group of a principal G-bundle E then σ defines
a point of both the spaces Mg(E/P, β[σ]) and Sec
[σ]
E/P . In the following lemma we
prove that the above correspondence defines an isomorphism between the two.
Lemma 4.8 There is a natural isomorphism between Mg(E/P, β[σ]) and Sec
[σ]
E/P
which takes a point corresponding to the irreducible curve to the section defined by
it.
Proof We first construct the map from the algebraic stack Mg(E/P, β[σ]) −→
Sec
[σ]
E/P , this will automatically define the map from the coarse moduli space. Given
a tuple (q : C → S, f : C −→ E/P ) with C being a flat family of smooth curves over
S, we see that (q, π◦f) : C → S×C defines an isomorphism over S. Hence this setup
automatically gives rise to flat family of sections. This defines the morphism. Notice
that all the isomorphisms in Mg(E/P, β[σ]) are automatically collapsed in Sec
[σ]
E/P .
The inverse of the above morphism can be obtained by simply inverting the above
operation and then composing it with the natural morphism Mg(E/P, β[σ]) −→
Mg(E/P, β[σ]). Hence the lemma is proved. 
Remark 4.9 Suppose there is a component X of M g(E/P, β[σ]) which has no
points of the boundary, in other words, every point of X corresponds to a map
from an irreducible curve. Then such a component will map isomorphically on to
an irreducible component of Sec
[σ]
E/P ⊂ Hilb
[σ]
E/P . Since X is proper we see that
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X defines an irreducible component of Hilb
[σ]
E/P . Hence by Remark 4.5, we obtain
dim(X) ≤ dim(G/P ) and d([σ]) ≤ g · dim(G/P ).
Now we state the main result of this section
Theorem 4.10 Let γ1, γ2, . . . , γm be the numerically minimal types in X∗(P ) for
E. Let [σ] be a numerical type. If X is an irreducible component of M g(E/P, β[σ])
then there exists an i with [σ] ≤ γi such that
dim(X) ≤ dim(G/P ) + d([σ])− d(γi).
The above result is a generalization of a result of Mihnea Popa and Mike Roth [25] on
the dimension estimates of the moduli space of stable maps in the case of G = GLn
and its proof follows similar ideas but one has to take care of the numerical types
of the sections.
Suppose X is a component of Mg(E/P, β[σ]) whose generic point corresponds to a
map with irreducible domain. Let Y be the boundary in X corresponding to maps
with reducible domain. Let Y ′ be an irreducible component of Y .
The following basic lemma which is a stronger analogue of Lemma 4.4 for the moduli
space of maps and which does not hold for the case of Hilbert schemes.
Lemma 4.11 A generic element of Y ′ corresponds to a map from a connected re-
duced nodal curve C ′ with irreducible components C0, C1, . . . , Ck such that
1. C0 maps isomorphically onto C, every other Ci is isomorphic to P
1.
2. Only singularities of C ′ are ordinary nodes with each Ci, for i = 1 . . . k, inter-
secting C0 at a point xi with xi 6= xj for i 6= j. And these are only intersections
between the irreducible components.
3. C0 gives rise to section σ0 of π whose numerical type [σ0] satisfies [σ] ≤ [σ0].
Moreover for any line bundle ξ on E/P ample along the fibers of π, we have
deg(C0, ξ|C0) +
k∑
i=1
deg(Ci, ξ|Ci) = deg(C
′, ξ|C′),
with deg(Ci, ξ|Ci) > 0 for i = 1 . . . k.
Proof The first part of the proof of this lemma is same as the proof of the Lemma
4.4, but we have to take care of rational tails. Since C ′ is a connected reduced curve
with only nodal singularities, the arithmetic genus of C ′ coincides with that of C
and C0. This forces the other components to be isomorphic to P
1. Moreover we see
that these rational components form trees living at the fibers of the morphism π.
To show that such a generic curve C ′ is a comb we need to smoothen the rational
curves that we encounter. This follows from a general statement proved in Theorem
7.6 II, p. 155 of Kollar [17], which uses the fact that f ∗Tpi when restricted to each of
the components of the tails is semi-positive. This is always the case as the tangent
bundles of the flag varieties are globally generated and the tails lie in the fibers of
the morphism π. 
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Remark 4.12 The Lemma 4.11 also hold in the situation where Y = Y ′ is an
irreducible component of M g(E/P, β[σ]) consisting of only reducible curves. This
will also be used in the proof of the Theorem 4.10.
One of the steps in the proof of Theorem 4.10 is the following lemma which is
essentially follows from deformation theory of the nodal curves.
Lemma 4.13 Let X be an irreducible component of M g(E/P, β[σ]) whose general
element corresponds to a irreducible curve. Let Y ′ ⊂ X be an irreducible component
of the boundary Y corresponding to the reducible curves. Then the codimension of
Y ′ in X is at most k, where k is the number of nodes in a curve corresponding to a
generic element of Y ′.
Proof This is a standard statement about deformation theory. It is enough to
show that in the algebraic miniversal deformation of such a curve, the boundary is
of codimension l. The construction of the deformation is done in Vistoli [30]
The tangent space to the deformation functor is Def1(C
′) = Ext1OC′ (ΩC′ , OC′) and
it is calculated by the following exact sequence.
0→ H1(C ′, θC′)→ Ext
1
OC′
(ΩC′ , OC′)→ H
0(C ′, Ext1OC′ (ΩC′ , OC′))→ H
2(C ′, θC′)
In our situation we have H2(C ′, θC′) = 0. An easy computation using the normal-
ization of C ′ shows that dimH1(C ′, θC′) = 3 gC′ − 3 − k and Ext
1
OC′
(ΩC′, OC′) is
sky scraper sheaf supported on the nodes and has length 1 at each of the nodes of C ′.
These facts imply that Def1(C
′) has dimension 3 gC′ − 3 containing the subspace
dimH1(C ′, θC′) which parameterizes the deformations of the curve C
′ preserving
the singularities. Note that in the case these dimensions are negative one has to
put additional markings to ensure that the nodal curves have only finite automor-
phisms and then work over M g,n(E/P, β[σ]) instead of M g(E/P, β[σ]). Using this
the Lemma follows. 
Proof of the Theorem 4.10: We first prove the result when the generic element in
X corresponds to a map from an irreducible domain. Let Y ′ ⊂ Y be an irreducible
component of the boundary Y in X . If (C ′, f) is a curve which corresponds to a
general element of Y ′, then by Lemma 4.11, we can write C ′ =
⋃k
1=0Ci where C0
defines a section σ0 of π and the other Ci’s are isomorphic to P
1. Hence the curve
C0 along with the points {xi|i = 1 . . . k} defines a point in Mg,k(E/P, β[σ0]) and
the curves Ci along with the point xi defines an element of M0,1(G/P, αi), where
αi is the second homology class defined by (f |Ci)∗[Ci]. We then can estimate the
dimension of such curves by first taking irreducible curves of type [σ0] and k copies
of rational curves each with types αi for each i such that sum [σ0] +
∑k
i=1[αi] = [σ].
The dimension of M 0,1(G/P, αi) can be computed by deformation theory to be
exactly equal to dim(G/P ) + d([αi]) − 2 (see Theorem 2, Section 1, [9]). From
here it follow that M 0,1(E/P, αi) has dimension equal to dim(G/P ) + d([αi]) − 1.
Now the moduli space M g,k(E/P, β[σ0]) and M 0,1(E/P, αi) have natural evaluation
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maps evi : M g,k(E/P, β[σ0]) −→ E/P and ev
′
i : M 0,1(G/P, αi) −→ E/P for each
i = 1 . . . k.
Consider the space
Z([σ0], α1, . . . , αk) = M g,k(E/P, β[σ0])×∏k
i=1 E/P
k∏
i=1
M 0,1(E/P, αi).
This space has dimension
dim(M g(E/P, β[σ0])) + k +
∑k
i=1 dim(M 0,1(G/P, αi))− k dim(E/P )
= dim(Mg(E/P, β[σ0])) + k + k dim(G/P ) +
∑k
i=1 d([αi])− k − k dim(G/P )− k
= dim(Mg(E/P, β[σ0])) +
∑k
i=1 d([αi])− k
= dim(Mg(E/P, β[σ0])) + d([σ])− d([σ0])− k
.
The dimension of the above will be related to the dimension of Y ′ using the natural
morphism h([σ0],α1,...,αk) : Z([σ0], α1, . . . , αk) −→ M g(E/P, β[σ]) which is defined by
{Ci} 7→ C
′. The existence of such a morphism is easy to see at the level of Algebraic
stacks by taking the valued groupoids but such a morphism would automatically
descent to the coarse moduli spaces.
Now by Lemma 2.3 and the fact that there are only finitely many possibilities for the
collection {[α1], . . . , [αk]} as they are squeezed between [σ] and [σ0] and generically
every element of Y ′ is in the image of one such map hence we obtain an irreducible
component X0 of some M g(E/P, β[σ0]) and a collection {α1, . . . , αk} of elements in
H2(E/P, K)∗ such that the image of the morphism h([σ0],α1,...,αk) contains an open
subset of Y ′. Hence we have
dim(Y ′) ≤ dim(X0) + d([σ])− d([σ0])− k.
Also the above construction implies that the generic point of X0 corresponds to map
from an irreducible domain. Now by Lemma 4.13 we see that the dimension of X
is bounded by
dim(X) ≤ dim(X0) + d([σ])− d([σ0]). (2)
The above is the main step for the induction in the proof of the Theorem. When
the induction stops we have two possible cases to take care.
So starting with the numerical type [σ] we produce an numerical type [σ0] and an
irreducible component X0 of M g(E/P, β[σ0]) such that the above inequalities hold.
Now by induction we continue this process to get a sequence of numerical types
[σ1], · · · , [σl], ·· and irreducible components Xi of M g(E/P, β[σi]) for each i such
that
dim(Xi) ≤ dim(Xi+1) + d([σi])− d([σi+1]) (3)
This process goes on until we reach an l for which Xl has no boundary or [σl]
is numerically minimal (hence no boundary points). Now the problem reduces to
estimating the dimensions of the irreducible components which contain no boundary
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points. In this case, by Remark 4.9, we have dimXl ≤ dim(G/P ). Hence combining
this with (3) and (2) we obtain
dim(X) ≤ dim(G/P ) + d([σ])− d([σl]).
Now if the component X of M g(E/P, β[σ]) consists completely of boundary points,
even then we can carry out the above induction by taking Y ′ = X and we would
get a sequence of numerical types [σ0] . . . [σm] and irreducible components Xi of
M g(E/P, β[σi]) such that
dim(X) ≤ dim(X0) + d([σ])− d([σ0])− k, (4)
and the inequality (3) holds for i = 0 · · ·m− 1. Here k is the number of nodes in a
curve corresponding to a generic point of X . Hence the above argument gives
dim(X) ≤ dim(G/P ) + d([σ])− d([σm])− k,
which is stronger than the bound for an irreducible component whose generic point
to a map with irreducible domain. The Theorem 4.10 now follows because d([σ])−
d([σl]) ≤ d([σ])− d(γj) for some numerically minimal point γj. 
Proof of the Theorem 4.7 : Let X be an irreducible component of Hilb
[σ]
E/P which
contains the Hilbert point of a section σ. Let X ′ be the open subset of X defined
by X ′ = X ∩ Sec
[σ]
E/P . Then X
′ is in the image of the isomorphism defined in the
Lemma 4.8. Hence Theorem 4.7 follows from the Theorem 4.10.
Remark 4.14 The proof of the Theorem 4.10 shows that if X is an irreducible
component of M g(E/P, β[σ]) for some [σ] then there exists a P reduction σ0 of E
with [σ0] ≥ [σ] and d([σ0]) ≤ g · dim(G/P ) such that
dim(X) ≤ dim(X0) + d([σ])− d([σ0])− k.
Here k is the number of nodes in the curve corresponding to general point of X and
X0 is an irreducible component of Mg(E/P, β[σ0]) containing σ0. This remark will
be useful later.
As in the case of [25] we have a dimension estimate for the lower bound and this
will be used later.
Proposition 4.15 Let [σ] and [τ ] be two numerical types in X∗(L) such that [σ] ≤
[τ ]. Then we have the following inequality
Mg(E/P, β[σ]) ≥M g(E/P, β[τ ]) + d([σ])− d([τ ])− 1
Proof Let α = [σ] − [τ ]. Firstly α defines a canonical element of H2(E/P,K)∗
(independent of the chosen line bundle L over C). Now one can check from the
definitions that the h([τ ],α) : Z([τ ], α) → M g(E/P, β[σ]), defined in the proof of
the Theorem 4.10, is generically injective. Hence the proposition follows from the
dimension estimate for Z([τ ], α) as obtained in Theorem 4.10. 
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Remark 4.16 One observes that if [σ] is such that M g(E/P, β[σ]) is irreducible
and that the generic element corresponds to map from an irreducible curve then the
proof of the Proposition 4.15 actually shows that M g(E/P, β[σ]) ≥M g(E/P, β[τ ]) +
d([σ])−d([τ ]), as the image of h([τ ],α) will not be generically surjective. This remark
will be used later.
5 Irreducibility and Generic Smoothness of re-
ductions
We make a temporary change in the notations. Let C be a smooth projective
curve over an algebraically closed field k. Let Gk be a semisimple simply connected
algebraic group over k. Let E be a principal Gk-bundle over C. In this section we
want to prove that when the numerical type is large enough the space of reductions of
E to a fixed parabolic subgroup is irreducible and generically smooth. Our method
of proof is to derive this from a similar result for the case when the parabolic is
a Borel subgroup, and use the results in the previous sections to prove it for the
parabolic case. The result for the Borel subgroups was proved by Harder [14] for
the case when the curve is defined over the algebraic closure of a finite field. From
here it does not directly follow for arbitrary fields but the method of proof works.
This will be the first part of this section.
Let Bk be a Borel subgroup of Gk. Let Tk ⊂ Bk be a maximal torus. The first result
we want to prove in this section is the following.
Theorem 5.1 There exists an integer N such that if E admits a B reduction of
numerical type [σ] satisfying the property (∗) for N then Sec
[σ]
E/B is an irreducible
smooth variety of dimension d([σ]) + (1− g)dim(G/B).
Proof Our method of proof is to reduce the problem to the case where we can
apply the methods of Harder. We make some first reductions.
We will denote by F the prime field Fp or Z depending on whether our curve is
in characteristic p or 0. Since the curve C and the principal G-bundle is defined
by finitely many equation, we may assume that there is a finite type affine integral
scheme S over F , a semi simple simply connected split algebraic group scheme
G = GS over S, a curve C → S which is smooth and proper over S with geometrically
integral fibers, and there is a principal G-bundle E over C such that over the generic
point SpecK → S, the principal GK-bundle EK over the curve CK extends to the
Gk-bundle E over C via the field extension Spec(k)→ Spec(K).
Recall the definition of the instability degree IdegG(E) of a principal G-bundle E
We now prove some basic lemmas needed in the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 5.2 Let E be a principal G-bundle over a smooth projective geometrically
connected curve C over a perfect field F0. Let L be a finite extension of F0. Let CL
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be the curve C⊗K0L obtained by base change and EL be the corresponding GL-bundle
over CL. Then IdegGL(EL) = IdegG(E).
Proof Let F 0 be a fixed algebraic closure of F0. Let EF 0 be the principal GF 0-
bundle over CF 0. One first observes that if (P, σ) is a pair with the property that P
is maximal among all the parabolic subgroup P ′ containing B for which there are
reductions σ′ satisfying IdegG
F0
(EF 0) = deg(EF 0,σ′) then the pair (P, σ) defines a
Harder-Narasimhan reduction (see Behrend [3]). Now by uniqueness of the Harder-
Narasimhan filtration and the Galois descent argument that This parabolic reduction
is defined over F0. If M is a Line bundle over C and if ML is its pull back over
CL then we have deg(ML) = deg(M), hence the instability degree does not change
when we take a finite field extension. 
Let E be a principal G-bundle over C → S as above. We will denote by x a finite field
valued point x : Spec(k(x))→ S, and by qx = |k(x)|. Here k(x) is not necessarily the
residue field but a finite extension of it. Here we fix our notation for x. Whenever we
say x we mean a finite field valued point of S. We also denote by Ex the principal
Gx-bundle over the curve Cx which is the pullback of the corresponding objects
over S via x. The property we have for C ensures that Cx is a smooth projective
geometrically connected curve over k(x).
We need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3 There exists an integer N such that for each x as above we have
Ideg(Ex) ≤ N .
Proof Let ad(E) be the adjoint bundle of E . For an x x and a parabolic reduction
(P, σ) of Ex we have an inclusion ad((Ex))P,σ →֒ ad(Ex) hence by Riemann-Roch
Theorem it is enough to bound the degree of ad(Ex) independent of x. But this
follows from the semi-continuity theorems. 
Let G be an semisimple simply connected split algebraic group scheme over S. Let
B be a fixed Borel subgroup and T be a maximal torus contained in B. Let X∗(T )
be the group of one parameter subgroups of T . Let [σ] ∈ X∗(T ) be a numerical type.
Let E be a principal G-bundle over C. Then the scheme Sec
[σ]
E/B is quasiprojective
over S. By Corollary 3.6 it follows that Sec
[σ]
E/B is smooth over S if [σ] is a numerical
type satisfying the property (∗) for N > 2g − 2.
We now want to define the Eisenstein series for E . For this we need a fixed Borel
reduction of E over all of S. By Corollary 3.22 there is a B-reduction of E with
some numerical type [σ0] by going to a surjective e´tale extension of S. Hence by
we may assume that our affine scheme S is such that there is a section of the map
Sec
[σ0]
E/B → S for [σ0] ∈ X∗(T ). We fix such a Borel reduction σ0 once and for all.
This has the implication that for any choice of x we have a Bx reduction σ0,x of Ex
of numerical type [σ0]. Now for any Bx reduction of Ex of numerical type [σ] we see
that [σ]− [σ0] ∈ X∗(T ) has the property that it lies in Qˆ (by Lemma 3.14). Hence
if {wα} are the fundamental dominant weights then ([σ] − [σ0])(wα) are integral.
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Recall from Harder [14] the definition of dα([σ]) = ([σ] − [σ0])(wα). For simplicity
we write p[σ] = [σ] − [σ0]. Let γx(p[σ]) be the cardinality of Spec(k(x)) rational
points of Sec
p[σ]
Ex/Bx
. Recall the definition of the Normalized Eisenstein Series
E(x, E , τ) =
∑
[σ]∈X∗(T )
γx(p[σ])q
−
∑
α∈∆ dα([σ])
x Πα∈∆τ
dα([σ])
α
Here τα, for α ∈ ∆ are being thought as variables. We have suppressed the depen-
dence of the above series on the Borel subgroup B and the reduction σ0. Now it
follows from Lemma 5.3 that there exists an N0 such that for all x, γx(p[σ]) = 0
when dα([σ]) < −N0. Now we state some of the basic properties of this series which
is proved in [14]
Proposition 5.4 The Laurent series E(x, E , τ) is a rational function on the vari-
ables τ . Moreover it can be written as E(x, E , τ) = P (x, E , τ)/Q(x, τ), where P is a
polynomial in τα’s and τ
−1
α ’s for α ∈ ∆. And
Q(x, τ) = Πγ∈Φ+(1− qxτγ)Π
2g
i=1(1− wi(x)q
−1
x τγ),
where wi(x) are the eigen values of the Frobenius Frx on the first cohomology of the
curve Cx, and τγ = Πα∈∆τ
να
α where γ =
∑
α∈∆ ναwα.
This proposition is a consequence of Theorem 1.6.6 of [14] for case x = 1 and ω = 1.
From the above proposition it follows that the polynomial P (x, E , τ) has its negative
powers of τα bounded by N0 for each α as it holds for the Eisenstein series E(x, E , τ).
There is a second part of the Theorem 1.6.6 of [14] about the functional equation
satisfied by the Eisenstein series using which we get the following upper bound for
the degree of the polynomial P (x, E , τ).
Proposition 5.5 There exists a constant N1 such that for each x we have
−N0 ≤ degαP (x, E , τ) ≤ N1
The above proposition is essentially Theorem 1.6.10 of [14]. One observes that the
constants N0 and N1 depend on the Borel B and the reduction σ0. We write the
polynomial P (x, E , τ) =
∑
d a(x, d)τ
d where d = {dα}α∈∆ and τ
d = Πα∈∆τ
dα
α .
The next Lemma we need is about the bound for the coefficients a(x, d).
Lemma 5.6 There exists a constant M independent of x such that for each x we
have |a(x, d)| ≤ qMx .
Proof For a fixed [σ], we know that Sec
p[σ]
E/B is a finite type quasi-projective scheme
over S hence we can find an constant Mp[σ] such that for each x we have a bound
γx(p[σ]) ≤ q
Mp[σ]
x . It follows from Lemma 2.3 that there are only finitely many [σ]
with the property that
−N ≤ dα([σ]) ≤ N1 (5)
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for each α. Hence we can find a single constant M0 such that γx(p[σ]) ≤ q
M0
x
for all [σ] satisfying (5). Now we use the Proposition 5.4 to write E(x, E , τ) =
P (x, E , τ)/Q(x, τ). Expanding both sides of the series using the power series expan-
sion of 1/Q(x, τ), the coefficients a(x, d) can be computed as a linear combinations
of γx(p[σ]) for [σ] satisfying (5) (by inverting an upper triangular matrix) with co-
efficients as powers of qx and wi(x). This proves the Lemma. 
Now we follow the arguments of the Theorem 2.3.1 and Theorem 2.3.2 of [14] we
get the following.
Proposition 5.7 There exists a constants N and C independent of x such that if
[σ] satisfies the property (∗) for N then we have
|γx([σ])| = q
d([σ])+(1−g)dim(G/B)
x +Rx([σ])
where
Rx([σ]) ≤ Cq
d([σ])+(1−g)dim(G/B)−1/2
x
The basic idea of proof of the above proposition is that we know explicitly the
poles of the Eisenstein series namely the zeros of the polynomial Q(x, τ). The next
step is the explicit computation of the residue of the Eisenstein series at the point
{τα} = {1/qx}. Now one writes the series E = E1(1/Πα∈∆(1 − qxτα)) + E2 where
E1 is essentially the residue of E. Then one observes that the series E2 has better
radius of convergence. From here it follow that for large N the coefficients of the
Eisenstein series are dominated by the coefficients of E1 and the explicit residue
computation now yield the Proposition.
Now by applying the results of Lang and Weil [20] we see that if [σ] satisfies (∗) for
N then after a finite base change of x, Sec
[σ]
Ex/B
has a unique irreducible component
of maximal dimension and this dimension is equal to d([σ]) + (1− g)dim(G/B). By
deformation theoretic lower bounds we see that every component is atleast of this
dimension. Hence we see that Sec
[σ]
Ex/B
is absolutely irreducible for each x.
Now we have a finite type smooth morphism Sec
[σ]
E/B → S. By taking an affine open
subscheme S0 = Spec(A) of S we may assume that there is a dense affine open
subscheme U = Spec(R) of Sec
[σ]
E/B → S such that U surjects onto S0. Hence we
obtain a finite type faithfully flat morphism U → S0 with the property that for each
x in S0 the fiber R ⊗A k(x) is irreducible. To show that Sec
[σ]
EK/B
is irreducible it is
enough to show that R ⊗A K has no non trivial (not equal to 0 or 1) idempotent
elements as R is a smooth A algebra. If R ⊗A K has an idempotent element then
there is an f ∈ A such that Rf = R⊗AAf contains a non-trivial idempotent element.
Hence we may assume by replacing A by Af that R contains a non trivial idempotent
element e. Since R is reduced, there is an open subscheme U1 of Spec(R) such that
for p ∈ U0 the image of 1− e in Rp/pRp is non zero. Since R is smooth over A, the
image of U1 in Spec(A) is open. Hence by shrinking A to another Af we may assume
that the non-trivial idempotent element e ∈ R has the property that the image of
1 − e in R ⊗A k(x) is non-zero for each x. Now by irreducibility of R ⊗A k(x) we
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see that e maps to 0 for each x. Hence e ∈
⋂
mR where the intersection is over all
maximal ideals of A.
Lemma 5.8 Let A be a finite type algebra over F (= Z or Fq). If R is finite type
over A then
⋂
mR = rad(R).
Proof Firstly the conditions of the lemma ensures that R is a Jacobson ring hence
rad(R) is the intersection of all maximal ideals of R. Again since R is finitely
generated over F ensures that for every maximal ideal n in R the field R/n is
finite. Hence we see that the morphism Spec(R) → Spec(A) takes maximal ideals
to maximal ideals. of A. This implies the lemma. 
Now by above lemma, since R is reduced, it follows that e = 0. Hence the proof of
the theorem 5.1 is complete. 
Remark 5.9 Note that we need to actually show that Sec
[σ]
EK/B
is absolutely irre-
ducible. For this we have to further show that if L is a finite separable extension
of K then Sec
[σ]
EK/B
remains irreducible. We take the normalization A′ of A in L.
Then the whole setup pulls back to the setup over A′. Since Spec(A′) → Spec(A)
takes maximal ideals to maximal ideals hence above proof actually shows that for
the same N , the Proposition 5.7 works in the setup for A′.
We return to our notations where the objects are over an algebraically closed field
k. Now we extend the above results to the case of parabolic subgroups.
We need the following lemma about the behavior of the Harder-Narasimhan reduc-
tion of a principal G-bundle which vary over a family.
Lemma 5.10 Let E → C×S be a family of G-bundles with S an irreducible scheme
of finite type over k. Then there is a non-empty open subset U of S, a parabolic
P and reduction σu of E|C×{u} to P for each u ∈ U such that σu is the Harder-
Narasimhan reduction of E|C×{u} for each u ∈ U and the numerical types [σu] = [σv]
for every u, v ∈ U .
Proof Consider the family ad(E) over C × S, since the degrees of the subbundles
of each of the vector bundles occurring in the above family is bounded above by an
integer which depends only on S, there are only finitely many choices for the (P, [σ])
with P ⊃ B where the G-bundles in the family E can admit a Harder-Narasimhan
reduction to these parabolics with numerical types [σ]. Using the uniqueness of
the Harder-Narasimhan reduction we produce a finite collection of constructible
subsets of S (by Lemma 2.4) corresponding to G-bundles in the above family whose
Harder-Narasimhan reduction is defined by the pair (P, [σ]). The union of these
constructible subsets is S. Hence one of them contains a non-empty open subset of
S. This proves the lemma. 
Let P be a fixed parabolic subgroup of G containing B. Let L be the Levi quotient of
P . We denote by L the quotient L/Z0(L) where Z0(L) is the connected component
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of the center of L. Let B (resp. T ) be the Borel subgroup (resp. maximal torus)
be defined by image of B (resp. T ). This defines an induced root system for L. Let
QˆL be the coroot lattice of this root system. Let σ be a P reduction of E with the
numerical type [σ]. We will denote by cL([σ]) the element cL(p∗(Eσ)). This is well
defined by Lemma 3.18. Recall the definition of MG(c, d) from the paragraph above
Proposition 3.19.
Proposition 5.11 Let E be a principal G-bundle over C. There exists a constant
D with the property if E admits a P reduction of numerical type [σ] then the scheme
of sections Sec
[σ]
E/P has an open dense subscheme U
[σ] with the property that the
L-bundles associated to every point of U [σ] is a member of ML(cL([σ]), D).
Proof Let X be an irreducible component of Sec
[σ]
E/P . Let EP be the restriction of
the universal P -bundle over C × X Let p be the natural surjection from P to L.
Then we have a family p∗EP of L-bundles over C × X . By Lemma 5.10 there is a
parabolic subgroup P 1 of L and an open subscheme U ofX such that (p∗EP )x admits
Harder-Narasimhan reduction σ1,x to the parabolic P 1 with a fixed numerical type
[σ′x] = [σ1] for each x ∈ U . Let P1 be the parabolic subgroup of G contained in
P whose image in L is P 1. Now by Lemma 2.5 the reduction of structure group
σ1,x canonically defines a reduction of structure group σ1,x of (EP )x to P with the
property that [σ1,x] = [σ1] for each x ∈ U and such that [σ1] maps to [σ] (resp. [σ1])
under the homomorphism X∗(P1) → X∗(P ) (resp. X∗(P1) → X∗(P 1) is [σ1]). By
definitions the instability degree Ideg(p∗(EP )x) at x ∈ U is exactly computed to be
equal to −d([σ1]). Using the exact sequence
0→ Tσ1,x → Tσ1,x → Tσ → 0
we conclude that d([σ1]) = d([σ1])− d([σ]).
Now we have a natural morphism Sec
[σ1]
E/P1
→ Sec
[σ]
E/P whose image contains U . This
implies that dim(X) ≤ dim(Sec
[σ1]
E/P1
). Now we use the deformation theoretic lower
bounds for the dimension of X and the upper bound Theorem 4.10 we obtain for
each x ∈ U
Ideg(p∗(EP )x) ≤ (g − 1)dim(G/P ) + dim(G/P1)−Mini=1···m{d(γi)}
Where γi’s are the minimal numerical types for E with respect to P1. Now the
proposition follows as the right hand side of the above expression is independent of
[σ]. 
We will fix the constant D prescribed by the above proposition once and for all.
This will allow us to work with the open dense subscheme U [σ] of Sec
[σ]
E/P .
We also need the following lemma Let c ∈ X∗(T )/Qˆ be fixed.
Lemma 5.12 For every positive integer n there exists an integer Mc(n) such that
every member inMG(c,D) admits a reduction to B with numerical type [σ] satisfying
n ≤ [σ](α) ≤Mc(n) for each α ∈ ∆.
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Proof This a an immediate consequence of the corollary 3.22 where we just choose
Mc(n) to be the maximum of [σ](α) for α ∈ ∆. 
The main Theorem of the section is the following.
Theorem 5.13 Let E be a principal G-bundle over C. Let P be a parabolic subgroup
of G. There exists an integer N such that if E admits a P reduction of numerical
type [σ] satisfying the property (∗) for N then Sec
[σ]
E/P is an irreducible and generically
smooth of dimension d([σ]) + (1− g)dim(G/P ).
Proof Let I be the subset of ∆ which defines the parabolic subgroup P . Hence
the simple roots of the quotient L are exactly the simple roots in I. If β 6∈I is a
character of T then β|Z0(L) is nontrivial. Hence there is an positive integer nβ such
that nββ extends to a character of L (hence P ). This implies that there exists a
character χβ of P such that
χβ|T = nββ +
∑
α∈I
nβ,αα. (6)
We note that if χ is any non-trivial character of L which when restricted to T is a non-
negative linear combination of simple roots then some positive integral multiple of χ
is a non-negative linear combination of χβ for β 6∈I. Let mI = Maxβ 6∈I{
∑
α∈I |nβ,α|}
Hence if [σ] satisfies (∗) for N then [σ](χβ) ≥ N and conversely if [σ](χβ) ≥ N for
each β 6∈I then [σ] satisfies (∗) for N1 where N1 = N/nI and nI = Maxβ 6∈I{nβ}.
By Theorem 5.1 there exists an integer NB such that for each [σ0] ∈ X∗(T ) satisfying
(∗) for NB the space of sections Sec
[σ]
E/B is irreducible and smooth of dimension
d([σ0]) + (1− g)dim(G/B).
Let NP be defined by NP = nINB +mIMD, where D is prescribed by the Propo-
sition 5.11 and MD = Maxc∈X∗(T )/QL{Mc(NB)}. Here Mc(NB)’s are the constants
prescribed by the Lemma 5.12 for the choice of D and n = NB. The constant MD
is finite because L is semisimple algebraic group, hence there are only finitely many
classes in X∗(T )/QL.
Let [σ] ∈ X∗(P ) be such that [σ] satisfies (∗) for NP then we claim that Sec
[σ]
E/P
satisfies the properties mentioned in the statement of the Theorem. Infact if U [σ]
is the open dense subscheme prescribed by the Proposition 5.11 then we show that
U [σ] is irreducible and smooth of expected dimension.
Let E be the family of P -bundles over C × U [σ] defined by the universal properties
of the space of sections. Then by Lemma 5.12 for each x ∈ U [σ] the L-bundle
p∗Ex admits B reductions with numerical type [σ1] satisfying NB ≤ [σ1](α) ≤ MD.
Now by Lemma 2.5 these reductions canonically defines B-reductions of Ex with
numerical type [σ1] such that the image of [σ1] under the map X∗(B) → X∗(P )
(resp. X∗(B) → X∗(B)) is [σ] (resp. [σ1]). Hence U
[σ] lies in the image of the
natural morphism f : Sec
[σ1]
E/B → Sec
[σ]
E/P .
The Theorem now follows if we show that [σ1] satisfies the property (∗) for NB. This
is because the irreducibility of Sec
[σ1]
E/B would imply irreducibility of U
[σ]. Moreover
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for a reduction σ ∈ U [σ] if σ1 ∈ Sec
[σ1]
E/B is such that f(σ1) = σ then the B-bundle
Eσ1 extends to Eσ. Since the map H
1(C, Tσ1) → H
1(C, Tσ) is surjective, the fact
that H1(C, Tσ1) = 0 implies that U
[σ] is smooth at σ.
Hence we have to only show that [σ1](α) ≥ NB for each α ∈ ∆. If α ∈ I then
already we have [σ1](α) = [σ1](α) ≥ NB. If β 6∈I then the inequality [σ1](β) ≥ NB
follows from the above inequality for α ∈ I and the Equation (6) by observing that
[σ1](χβ|T ) = [σ](χβ) ≥ NP . This completes the proof of Theorem 5.13. 
Remark 5.14 The results of this section holds for any connected reductive al-
gebraic groups. To do this firstly we may assume that the group G has no center
as the map G → G/Z has the property that P -reduction of a principal G-bundle
E is in bijection with P/Z-reductions of the associated G/Z-bundle. This reduces
the problem to semisimple algebraic group. Let f : G˜ → G be the simply con-
nected cover. Then one checks that all the proofs go through if we take semisimple
simply connected group schemes over the curve instead of the principal bundles.
Now one proves that for any principal G-bundle there is a G˜ group scheme whose
quotient modulo center in the flat topology is the group scheme over C associated
to the G-bundle E. The last statement follows from the existence of a connected
reductive algebraic group H , and a surjective homomorphism (in the fppf topology)
g : H → G such that ker(g) = (Gm)
n and [H, H ] = G˜. This is because E comes
from a H-bundle E1 (as H
2(C, Gm) = 0) hence the group scheme we are interested
is the associated fiber space E1(G˜) for the conjugation action of H on G˜. Since
there exists an embedding of the group scheme kerf ⊂ (Gm)
n for some n, we check
that the quotient (G˜ × (Gm)
n)/kerf (in the fppf topology) for the diagonal action
of kerf defines such a choice of H .
6 Generic stable bundles
In this section we prove the main results about the structure of the moduli spaces of
stable maps Mg(E/P, β[σ]) under stronger assumptions on the principal G-bundle
E. In this section we will also assume that the genus of the curve C is atleast
two. This will ensure that there are stable G bundles of every topological type by
Proposition 3.25.
Following the Example 5.7 of [25] we define the notion of a generically stable G-
bundles as follows.
Definition 6.1 We say a principal G-bundle E is generically stable if for any
parabolic P and a P reduction σ of E the following holds.
dim(M g(E/P, β[σ])) = d([σ]) + (1− g)dim(G/P ) (7)
Note from the definition that generically stable is actually stable. Our main result
is the following.
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Theorem 6.2 Let C be a curve of genus atleast two. Let c ∈ X∗(T )/Qˆ be fixed.
Then there exists a generically stable G-bundle with topological type c.
Proof Let c ∈ X∗(T )/Qˆ be fixed. Let E be a family of G-bundles on the curve C
parameterized by a finite type smooth scheme S which is miniversal at every point
of S and such that Ex = E|C×{x} is stable for each x ∈ S. Such a family exists by
Proposition 3.23 and 3.25.
Let Γ1 be the set of numerical types satisfying the property that d([σ]) ≤ g ·dimG/P
and there exists a y ∈ S such that Ey admits a P reduction with numerical type [σ].
By lemma 2.3 and Lemma 5.3 it follows that Γ1 is a finite set.
Lemma 6.3 There exists an non-trivial open subset UP ⊂ S with the property that
if for some x ∈ UP the G-bundle Ex admits a P reduction of numerical type [σ] ∈ Γ
then for every y ∈ UP the bundle Ey admits a P reduction of numerical type [σ].
Proof Let [σ] ∈ Γ1 be an numerical type. Let V[σ] be the constructible subset of
S consisting of bundles in Ey which admit P reductions of numerical type [σ] (by
Lemma 2.4). Let Γ ⊂ Γ1 be the subset of numerical types with the property that
for each [σ] ∈ Γ the constructible set V[σ] contains a non-empty open subset of S.
By Theorem 1.1 of Holla-Narasimhan [16], the union of the these finitely many
constructible sets V[σ] for [σ] ∈ Γ1 is all of S. Hence one of them must contain a
non-empty open subset of S. This proves that Γ is non-empty. Let
U =
⋂
[σ]∈Γ
V[σ]
⋂
[σ1]∈Γ1−Γ
(V [σ1])
c
where (V [σ1])
c is the complement of the closure of V[σ1]. Then U contains a non-empty
open subset of S which satisfies the properties mentioned in the lemma. 
Let P be a parabolic subgroup containing B. Let Γ be the finite set numerical types
for the family E as described before. By Lemma 6.3 we have an open subscheme
UP of S satisfying the properties mentioned in the Lemma. Now define U =
⋂
UP
where the intersection is over the finitely many parabolic subgroups containing the
Borel subgroup B. Hence U is a non-empty open subscheme of S with the property
that the defining morphism f : Sec
[σ]
E|U/P
→ U is surjective for each P ⊃ B. We will
show that for any x ∈ U the principal bundle E = Ex is generically stable.
Let σ be a P reduction of E such that [σ] ∈ Γ. To simply notations we will denote
by Y the space Sec
[σ]
E|U/P
.
If y ∈ Y is the point corresponding to σ then Sec
[σ]
E/P is the fiber Yx of the morphism
f : Y → U at the point x = f(y) ∈ U . We denote by df : TyY → TxU = H
1(C, adE)
the induced map on the tangent space (Here the schemes are not smooth and by
tangent space we mean the vector space of k[ǫ]/ǫ2 valued points whose associated
k-valued point is y). Then we have the following exact sequence
TySec
[σ]
E/P = H
0(C, Tσ)→ TyY → H
1(C, adE), (8)
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where Tσ is the pull back of the tangent bundle of the fibers of the morphism
E/P → C by σ. Let V −→ C × SP be a family of P -bundles, parameterized by
finite type smooth scheme SP , which is miniversal at the point y
′ = Eσ ∈ SP . Now
the family of P -bundles defined by SP when extended to G defines a family of G-
bundles. There is a stable G-bundle in this family namely E which is an extension
of Eσ. Hence there is a non-trivial open subset S0 of SP which corresponds to points
which extend to stable G-bundles (by Proposition 3.20). Hence by replacing SP by
an e´tale neighborhood we may assume there is a morphism SP −→ U . Consider the
family EP of P -bundles on C × Y obtained by the universal property of Y . Now by
going to an e´tale neighborhood V of y ∈ Y and of SP , and an automorphism of U in
a neighborhood of x ∈ U we may assume that the restriction of f (again denoted by
f) defines a morphism f : V → U which can be written as j ◦ g, where g : V → SP
is defined by the versal property of SP at Eσ and j : SP → U by the versal property
of U ⊂ S at E.
Now this implies that the map df : TyV → H
1(C, adE) factors through Ty′SP =
H1(C, adEσ). Hence we have the following commuting diagram which has exact
horizontal rows
0 −→ H0(C, Tσ) −→ TyV
df
−→ H1(C, adE)
↓ ‖ ↓ dg ‖
H0(C, adE)
η
−→ H0(C, Tσ)
δ
−→ H1(C, adEσ)
dj
−→ H1(C, adE)
From the above diagram it follows that ker(dg) = im(η). This gives us a dimension
bound dim(TyV ) ≤ dim(H
1(C, adEσ)) + dim(im(η)). Using the following exact
sequence
0 −→ H0(C, adEσ) −→ H
0(C, adE)
η
−→ H0(C, Tσ)
and Riemann-Roch Theorem for Eσ we get the dimension bound dim(TyV ) ≤
d([σ]) + (g − 1)dim(P ) + dim(H0(C, ad(E))). The Equation (8) now implies that
dim(Sec
[σ]
E/P ) ≤ d([σ]) + (1− g)dim(G/P ). (9)
But this is exactly the deformation theoretic lower bound estimate of the dimension
of the space of sections. Hence we have proved that the inequality (9) is an equal-
ity. This proves the Equation (7) for [σ] ∈ Γ assuming there are no pathological
components in Mg(E/P, β[σ]).
For an arbitrary [σ]. Let X be any irreducible component of M g(E/P, β[σ]). By
Remark 4.14, there exists a P reduction σ0 of E with [σ0] ∈ Γ and [σ] ≤ [σ0] such
that dim(X) ≤ dim(X0)+ d([σ])− d([σ0])− k. Here k is the number of nodes in the
curve corresponding to a general point in X and X0 is an irreducible component of
M g(E/P, β[σ0]) containing σ0. Now the Theorem 6.2 follows from (9) for σ0 and the
deformation theoretic lower bounds for the dimension of X (also we get k = 0). 
Remark 6.4 Note that even for a stable bundle E, in general H0(C, ad(E)) is not
equal to the center of the Lie algebra of G (this is true in characteristic 0). So, one
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has to be careful at this stage. Also the use of versal family is again due to the lack of
the moduli space of stable bundles in positive characteristic. Even in characteristic
zero we need to use the versal family because of the non-representability of the
functor H1S(C, RuP (EL)) for a family of L bundles EL.
Remark 6.5 The proof of the above theorem actually show that there exists an
open subset of stable bundles in any family which are generically stable.
Remark 6.6 Let N ≥ g · dim(G/P ) be an integer. Let c ∈ X∗(T )/Qˆ be fixed.
Let Γ be the finite set of numerical types for P defined by the property that for
each [σ] ∈ Γ there exists a stable bundle to topological type c which admits a P -
reduction of numerical type [σ] and d([σ]) ≤ N . The proof of the above theorem
actually shows that if the genus of the curve is atleast two then there exists a stable
bundle E (hence an open set of stable bundles) such that if E admits a P reduction
of numerical type [σ] ∈ Γ then Sec
[σ]
E/P is smooth. This is because the in the proof
we actually get the dimension bound for the tangent space of Sec
[σ]
E/P . Hence the
smoothness follows from the deformation theoretic lower bounds.
As a consequence of the Theorem 6.2 we get a result which generalizes the lower
bound theorem of Lange (Satz 2.2,[22]).
Corollary 6.7 Let E be a generic stable bundle if E admits a P reduction σ then
we have d([σ]) ≥ (g − 1)dim(G/P ).
Proof This follows from the definition of a generic stable bundle. The main point
is the existence of such bundles which is the content of the Theorem 6.2
Now we prove a result on the structure of the space of parabolic reductions of a
generically stable bundle.
Proposition 6.8 Let E be a generic stable G-bundle. Let [σ] be an numerical
type. Assume that M g(E/P, β[σ]) is non-empty. Then a generic element in every
component of M g(E/P, β[σ]) corresponds to reduction of structure group of E to P
with the property that the associated Levi L-bundle is generically stable.
Proof IfX is an irreducible component ofMg(E/P, β[σ]) and if the generic element
of X corresponds to a map from a curve with k nodes then using the Remark 4.14
we see that dim(X) ≤ dim(X0) + d([σ]) − d([σ0]) − k for some [σ0] and X0 an
irreducible component of M g(E/P, β[σ0]). Since X0 has the expected dimension we
get a contradiction to the deformation theoretic lower bound for X . This proves
that there are no pathological components in M g(E/P, β[σ]). Hence it is enough to
prove the proposition for an irreducible component S of Sec
[σ]
E/P . By the universal
property we have a family EP of P bundles over C × S. Let EL be the associated
family of L bundles over C×S, where L is the quotient of Levi subgroup of P by its
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connected component of the center. For any parabolic P 1 of L there is a parabolic
P1 ⊂ P such that P 1 is the image of P1 under the map p : P → L.
Now we continue as in the proof of the Theorem 6.2 with the family over L instead
of G. Using the Equation (7) one checks that the same proof works once we use the
following Lemma.
Lemma 6.9 With above notations, let [σ1] ∈ X∗(P1) be a numerical type which maps
to [σ] and to a numerical type [σ1] of P 1. Then the spaces Sec
[σ1]
E/P1
and Sec
[σ1]
E
L
/P 1
are
naturally isomorphic.
Proof This is a simple consequence of the universal properties of the space of
sections. 
We also get the following result which generalizes the Proposition 3.7 for the case
of parabolic subgroups when E is generically stable.
Corollary 6.10 Suppose [σ] and [τ ] are two numerical types with the property [τ ] ≤
[σ]. Suppose E is a generic stable G-bundle which admits a reduction of structure
group σ to P with numerical type [σ]. Then E admits a reduction of structure group
to P with numerical type [τ ].
Proof This immediately follows from the Proposition 6.8 once we show that the
space M g(E/P, β[τ ]) is non-empty and this is so because we can always attach
rational tails to a map from a curve corresponding to reduction σ. 
Now we prove result which generalizes the Theorem 6.7 of [25] and gives a charac-
terization of generically stable bundles.
Proposition 6.11 A principal G bundle E is generically stable if and only if there
exists an integer N such that M g(E/P, β[σ]) is irreducible for all parabolic subgroups
and numerical types [σ] satisfying the property (∗) for N
Proof If a G-bundle E is generically stable then by Proposition 6.8 it follows that
M g(E/P, β[σ]) has no pathological components. Now the “only if part” follows from
Theorem 5.13. For the other way, using the Theorem 5.13 again we find an N1 ≥ N
such that if E admits a P reduction of numerical type [σ] satisfying (∗) for N1 then
Mg(E/P, β[σ]) has expected dimension. Hence by Remark 4.16 we conclude that
there is a P reduction σ0 of E and a component X0 of Mg(E/P, β[σ]) containing
σ0 such that X0 has the expected dimension. Now the proposition follows by the
method of proof of the last part of the Theorem 6.2 and a variant of the Lemma 3.1
which states that if σ1 is a P reduction of E and then there exists P reduction σ2 of
E such that [σ2] ≤ [σ1] and that [σ2] satisfies the property (∗) for N1. This variant
has a similar proof. This completes the proof of the Proposition 6.11. 
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